
Ignatian Sports Reports (Boys)  
Term 4, Week 2 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Badminton Michael Kolisynk Open B Def by PAC 0 - 12 
Today was particularly tough on the team against the extremely formidable Prince 
Alfred College. Despite walking away feeling defeated it’s important to keep heads 
held high as we continue into the term. 

Badminton Achintya Garg Open B/C     

Badminton Mark Stevens Open C Def by PAC 1 - 11 
Today was particularly tough on the team against the extremely formidable Prince 
Alfred College. Despite walking away feeling defeated it’s important to keep heads 
held high as we continue into the term. 

Badminton Josh Wrinkler Middle B1     
Badminton Thomas Sheldon Middle B2     

Badminton Tyler Brogan & 
Arron Nguyen Middle C     

T20 Cricket Mr Mullins & 
Will Rice First XI     

Cricket Mr Mullins & 
Will Rice First XI Def Concordia 

2/103 
6/102 

After a very wet week, the boys were excited to be able to play some cricket. Losing 
the toss and bowling first, we didn’t start perfectly but did limit Concordia’s scoring. 
A Hugh Serocki fielding master class, consisting of a direct hit run-out and an 
absolute screamer at mid-wicket, sparked the boys into action, and we restricted 
Concordia to 6/102 off their 24 overs, a very chasable score on a small, quick 
outfield ground. Despite some nervy running between wickets, the opening pair, 
Will O’Callaghan and Seb Rice, batted beautifully. Will anchored the innings 
beautifully and was not out for 29 when we passed the score, while Seb played more 
of the aggressor role for 63, unfortunately, getting out with the score on 101 just 
shy of victory. We passed the score 2 down inside 16 overs. A great, comprehensive 
win for the boys, who really seem to be enjoying their cricket and are building nicely 
for Jesuits in just 6 weeks’ time. 

Cricket Mr Grundy Middle A2 Def by AHS 
5/90 
7/93 

It was a unique week for the Middle As being afforded the opportunity to play on 
Bourke Oval, as well as the sun shining! On a pitch that was very wet, green and 
patchy we won the toss and decided to bowl first. We were able to keep Adelaide 
High to a 60 after 15 overs, thanks to Henry Bauze’s 2/1 and some tight bowling by 
Reid O’Callaghan. Unfortunately we lost concentration with the ball and in the field, 
allowing Adelaide to reach a respectable 93. Liam Murphy and Roan Paul Renny 
once again did the job with the bat, surviving the first 10 overs and getting us to 45. 
In a very close run chase, Kacper Jachacy and Henry Bauze did all they could to help 



us win (including a large 6), but unfortunately we fell 3 runs short. Looking forward 
to playing Immanuel this week. 

Cricket Ryan Murphy & 
Declan Munn Middle B2     

Cricket Sean Keenihan 7A     
Tennis Seb Flock Drive     

Tennis Xavier Fallo Open B1 Def PAC 6 - 3 

The senior B1s came up against an experienced PAC outfit away from home and 
were thrilled to have come away with a victory. With a few unfortunate absences, 
the top 2 doubles sides came away with comfortable wins. In the singles, Anton 
Fallo, Christin Madrussani, Hugo black and Zach Anderson won terrifically in all very 
hard fought games.  

Tennis Luke Ciccozzi Open B2     
Tennis Mr Fletcher Open C     

Tennis Jackson 
Centenera Middle A2     

Tennis Blake Ferraro Middle B2 1 Def Concordia 9 – 3  

This week the boys matched up against a more competitive Concordia side. The 
morning began with some closely contested doubles matches, in which we were 
able to break away towards the end to gain our first 3 sets. Competitive rallies 
continued into singles, with some great winning shots being played. With the boys 
displaying more technique and composure on the court compared to the opposition, 
we were able to claim another comprehensive victory for the Term.  
Best: Fraser, George, Will, Remy 

Tennis Adam Watts Middle B2 2     

Tennis Max Busato Middle C Def Rostrevor  7 - 2 

The Middle C1 team played strong and consistent tennis this week, securing the 
victory over Rostrevor 7 sets to 2. In both singles and doubles, the boys kept calm, 
with consistency being the key to winning many long rallies. The Middle C1s gave it 
their all, playing some very entertaining tennis. All the boys should be proud of their 
efforts this week.  

Tennis Mr Abela 7A     

Volleyball Mr Harben Open B3 Def CBC 
 

2 - 0 
 

With 2 injuries to Marcus and Khiem, it gave Noah and David a chance to enjoy 
playing with the senior team. They did not disappoint and made a strong impact on 
an even performance against CBC. Saul led the side impressively in Marcus’s 
absence. His voice was strong and his enthusiasm infectious. Michael, Xanthus and 
Caleb played consistent games, always trying to do the “team things”. The group 
used their 3 shots wisely and this skill, along with excellent serving, proved too much 
for our opposition. Consistency was our mantra and no drop in intensity was a 
highlight of the afternoon.  

Volleyball Mr Fazzini Open C1 Def St Michael’s  2 - 1 

The boys started on fire and raced away to an early big lead in the first set before St 
Michaels made a late rally. The pleasing thing is that they then finished it off well 
with some good serving, digging, and setting. Unfortunately, I think they took the 
foot off the pedal in the second set and lost a closely fought set. The boys then 



regrouped and played a very good, skilful and team orientated set. A huge thank you 
to Levi Villios for playing a second match after his Junior game to allow us to have six 
players. He did not look out of his depth at all and demonstrated some very good 
skills especially with his digging and deft touches. 

Volleyball Mr Wentzel Open C2 Def St Michael’s 3 - 0 
What a game. Definitely the best game of the year so far. Great atmosphere, strong 
skills, humility and enjoyable to play and watch. Top effort. 

Volleyball Lauren Baso Open C3 1 Def St John’s 3 - 0 

The boys played freely throughout the entire match, constantly remaining unphased 
and supportive of one another. The boys served consistently and were able to utilise 
the court space and ball positioning to their advantage. The boys used both two and 
three hits effectively, and always kept their communication and enthusiasm high. As 
such, the boys were able to win all three sets 25-14, 25-21, and 15-13 respectively. 

Volleyball Tom Wilson Open C3 2 Def by CBC 0 - 2 

The Open C3 2 boys came up against a strong, team-orientated CBC side, quite a 
step up from the previous week. Despite our focused and extensive warm-up, we 
were slow out the blocks, allowing CBC to get a jump on the scoreboard, eventually 
proving to be too challenging to chase down despite our late charge. Our second set 
started off in a similar fashion, however, a strong string of serves put together by 
Dante, tied up the set midway through. CBC returned the favour, getting on their 
own run of serves, as we experienced a lack of concentration whilst receiving.  

Volleyball Nik Villios Middle B3 1 Def  Pedare 3 - 0 

Boys had a great game even with a bit of concentration lapse in the second set. 
Their teamwork is coming together very well and there was some great serving 
points won by Lucas Gallo and overall everyone’s setting and digging has improved 
greatly. 
Awesome team effort. 

Volleyball Mr Schapel Middle B3 2     
Volleyball Isaiah Greco Middle C1 1     

Volleyball Mackenzie 
Bristow Middle C1 2 Def by St Peter’s 0 - 3 

After a tight win last week, the boys started off on fire dominating the opening 
setting winning it 25-9. Unfortunately, from that point our boys thought the game 
was won and to St Peter's credit, they fought back and won the second 26-28. A 
tough finish to the second set took a toll on morale and a 7-0 start in the last saw 
the result go to St Peter's. Knowing this was one that got away, the team is very fired 
up for this Friday afternoon for redemption.  

Volleyball Lauren Schell Middle C2 1 Def by Pembroke 0 - 3 

Pembroke defeated SIC 3 sets to 0. Today we only had 5 players but the team did 
not let that stop them! Every set was extremely close with some parts of each set 
going point for point. Encouragement has always been a big theme both on and off 
the court and it really helps us play well as a team, which the boys did today. 
Everyone’s serving was on fire, nice strong deep serves allowed us to gain points 
throughout the game with ease. Unfortunately our lack of calling for the ball lead to 
our downfall. Well done boys! Great first game back for the season! 

Volleyball Mr Hennings Middle C2 2 Def St Peter’s 3 - 0 
From the start, the boys were dominant, playing against a team that had less 
experience and struggled early. The boys took their foot off the pedal, which 
resulted in some lapses in performance. However, the boys were able to hone it 



back in to finish with a strong performance, going on to win all 3 sets. The boys 
ability to work together and communicate is exceptional. Led by Troy and Kavisha, 
who do a fantastic job of using their experience to guide the team. Everyone played 
their part in the win, and we look forward to continuing this hot streak as we battle 
it out with our fellow Iggies team next week.  

Water Polo Nat Swan Open B Def St Peter’s 8 - 5 

A very solid performance from the Open Bs this week against a strong Saint Peter’s 
team. The boys started the match 4-1 down, but after a late first quarter goal in 
centre forward from Darcy Emerson, we went into quarter time with the 
momentum only down 2 goals. For the remainder of the game we were the 
dominant side, with Matthew Gallasch and Oscar Rice dominating defensively, Tom, 
Jono and Will showing excellent playmaking ability, and Darcy and Alex proving 
strong as always up forward. Nick Mander saved us multiple times in goals, 
continually stole the oppositions full court passes, and set up goals himself. It was an 
excellent all round performance from everyone and a dramatic change from last 
week’s performance.  
Best players: Nick Mander, Darcy Emerson, Oscar Rice, Alex Holt 

Water Polo Mr Graham Open C Def by Mercedes 4 - 6 

The boys played pretty well for the first season against an aggressive team. There 
were a few missed opportunities throughout where we had the ball but no one was 
really swimming up to take advantage of the situation and a couple of fumbled 
shots. However, the communication improved in the second half of the game, 
leading to more thoughtful passes. James Evans stood out as the MVP, scoring all 
four goals. 

Water Polo Lucas Bradley & 
Seb Coffey Middle B Def by Immanuel  4 - 7 

The boys adapted well this week to the inclusion of some Year 6 players into the line 
up. To all of their credit, the team spirit and connection between players from 
different year levels remained at an excellent level. In the pool, the required 
application was shown in defence; however, the boys are aware that they have far 
more potential to work with in their offence movements. Special mentions to Joey 
Mazur and George Serocki for their leadership. 

 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Girls)  
Term 4, Week 1 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Basketball Joyce Laroza Senior C Def SAC 74 - 20 
A fantastic game by our Ignatius girls this week with everyone managing to get some 
points up on the board. It was a rather even competition at the start but Ignatius 
managed to take extend their lead till the very end. A special mention to Maria 



Tsapiliaris for her commitment in defence and Tahlia Jolly for demonstrating some 
brilliant intercepts.= 

Basketball Mason Manning Middle B1 Def SHC  

This week we came away with a very convincing win against another tall but weaker 
team. We were able to run through a couple different traps and presses which the 
girls adapted well to. We were very strong offensively with a lot of scores coming 
from steals high up the court.  
Rebounding again is something we need to work on, but at the moment we are 
scoring enough that this isn't too much of a problem.  

Basketball Lauren Palumbo & 
Alyssa Booth Middle C1 Def Marryatville 39 - 6 

An easier game than last week but the girls still took it as a chance for them to 
improve their skills. Their pressure in defence is unmatched and their crosscourt 
dribbling has immensely improved. A little bit more focus put into getting their shots 
to drop and they will be a very hard side to beat. A special mention to Alise and 
Matilda for their pressure in defence, and to Sofia for being unafraid to get involved 
and for her impressive fight for the ball as a first gamer. 

Basketball Emma Carey & Liam 
Hennig Middle C2     

Tennis Mr D'Onofrio Senior 1 Def by PAC  5 - 7 

Given the strength of our Senior A1 Girls we have been trying to enter a stronger 
competition. After some negotiating, we were successful in playing in the Senior B 
Boys competition this weekend for the very first time against PAC. The girls were 
incredibly motivated and acquitted themselves well against one of the stronger 
boys’ team in the competition. There were many great matches with many 
entertaining rallies which excited the crowd. Special mention to Anniezza and Dior 
on their doubles win and to Jasmine and Krisha, on winning their singles match. We 
had a couple of girls absent so a big thank you to Phoebe and Katia who filled in at 
late notice. Well done and congratulations to all the girls on their excellent attitude 
and conduct. We are all looking forward to the challenges of playing our next match 
in the boys’ competition. 

Tennis Melissa Busato Senior 2     

Tennis Ms Tremonte Senior 3 Def SAC 2 6 - 0 
First game of the season and the girls entered the courts strong! Building on their 
skills from Term 1, the girls have continued to master their technique and play with 
confidence. Well done to all. 

Tennis Brianna Gotting Senior 4     

Tennis Mr Picca Middle 1 Def SHC 1 6 - 0 

The Junior A1 Girls team played very well across all doubles and singles matches and 
were able to kick off the second half of the season with a well-deserved win against 
Sacred Heart College. Janice Li and Ella Pacor kicked off the morning with a 
convincing win in the doubles match 6-2, with Grace McCarthy and Matilda 
Lehmann rounding out the morning with a 6-0 win respectively. All four girls showed 
improvement with their serving, hitting and footwork in their doubles and singles 
matches, and ultimately proved too strong winning every set, with a combined 
‘game’ total of 36 – 4. A great way to start the second half of the season in Term 4, 
and a well-deserved victory overall.  



Tennis Mr Gassy Gartly Middle 2 Def SHC 2 6 - 0 

Doubles with Stefania and Charlotte and Marla and Olivia won 6-0, 6-1. Singles saw 
Marla win 6-3, Olivia win 6-0 quite easily, Charlotte win 6-0 and Stefania win 6-0. 
Strong performance all round, the opponents position 1 made Marla fight for her 
win. There opposition were good sportswomen and tried their hardest. 

Tennis Ms Capitane Middle 3 Def  SAC 1 6 - 0 
All players played well, and all demonstrated their own skills. The confidence that 
they were lacking on their first day of training for this season is slowly diminishing.  

Tennis Ms Kind Middle 4 Def by SDPS   Audrey and Alice played an excellent first doubles game together winning 6-3. Leila 
won her first singles game of the season 6-4.  

Tennis Mr Donato Middle 5     

Touch Ms Weight & Alex 
Hinton Senior B1 Def Seymour 7 - 0 

After working on some fundamentals and defensive strategies at training last week, 
the girls came away with an impressive win against Seymour on the weekend. The 
team were able to communicate effectively during the game which allowed them to 
take control in both attack and defence. We had many try scorers and some exciting 
passages of play throughout. It was so great to see the team welcome and merge so 
well with our new members and at the same time, perform to their absolute best, 
they should be very proud! 

Touch Mr O'Brien & Lulu 
Baily Senior C     

Touch Ms Morrish Middle B1     

Touch Molly Ingram & 
Chloe Holland Middle C1 Def Mercedes 3 - 2 

The girls looked strong from the very start of today’s game, with some fast 
movement in attack to bring the ball up the field. Alice Mee set herself up in the 
perfect position on the far wing, resulting in our first 2 tries. The girls worked very 
well as a team, often talking to each other to strategize and plan which direction to 
pass the ball. Our defence was solid, with only some brief lapses in structure that led 
to Mercedes scoring. Another great win! 
Best players: Alice, Maisie and Grace 

Volleyball Mr Passaniti Senior A Def by Nazareth 2 0 - 2 

After having defeated Nazareth 1 last week, the team had one of those games 
where nothing quiet seemed to click, even though we looked like we were the ones 
to beat. The scores were even throughout each set, and attacking plays were good, 
but not regular enough for us to assert any dominance. The feeling was positive, 
Amelie led well as usual, and we encouraged each other, but couldn’t quiet put it 
together today.  
A clear highlight was Leticia’s world class cross court spike in the second set.     

Volleyball Stefan D'Annunzio Senior B Def by Gleeson 2 1 - 2 
What a game! Although we did not win, it was a hard fought game where the girls 
did not give up till the end. The last set was only to 15 rather than a full set due to 
time restraints however, this did not stop the girls from playing their hearts out.  

Volleyball Lauren Baso Senior C3 Def by Ignatius C4 1 - 2 

The team was eager to remain undefeated and so they did! They served consistently 
throughout the entire match, and constantly remained enthusiastic and supportive 
of one another. Through the use of three hits and excellent court placement, the 
team was able to come from behind and take the first set 25-18. The team displayed 
outstanding communication and were able to effectively correct structural issues in 



their positioning; however, unfortunately, the team could not make up the lost 
points and therefore just lost the second set 25-21. The team recognised the 
importance of the final set and were determined to fight until the final whistle. The 
team remained composed and optimistic, utilising their serves and two hits to take 
the final set and the match 22-20.  

Volleyball Lauren Baso Senior C4 Def Ignatius C3 2 - 1 

The team was eager to remain undefeated and so they did! They served consistently 
throughout the entire match, and constantly remained enthusiastic and supportive 
of one another. Through the use of three hits and excellent court placement, the 
team was able to come from behind and take the first set 25-18. The team displayed 
outstanding communication and were able to effectively correct structural issues in 
their positioning; however, unfortunately, the team could not make up the lost 
points and therefore just lost the second set 25-21. The team recognised the 
importance of the final set and were determined to fight until the final whistle. The 
team remained composed and optimistic, utilising their serves and two hits to take 
the final set and the match 22-20.  

Volleyball Jordan Hedley Senior C5     
Volleyball Jordan Hedley Senior C6     

Volleyball Ms C Prior Middle B Def by Kildare 4  1 - 2 

What a start to Term 4 volleyball! After a bye in Week 1, the students were keen to 
play and didn’t disappoint.  Students demonstrated considered teamwork, sharing 
the ball and supporting each other to do their best.  The first set resulted in a tight 
finish, which motivated us to work a little more in the second set.  This resulted in a 
win by 6 points, with students running further, focussing more, and supporting other 
team members.  Then it was down to the final set, where we unfortunately found it 
difficult to return some strong serves.  Overall, students worked brilliantly on court 
and together all were best on court.   Even though we did not secure the win, it was 
a very impressive game. 

Volleyball Abi Stacey Middle C2     

Volleyball Abi Stacey Middle C3 Def Ignatius C5 3 - 0 

The team backed up their good performance from last week with an even better 
display of well-rounded team volleyball. They really focussed on trying to use their 
three hits each point. Once again, our serving was very good, in particular by 
Criselda, Cheryl and Olivia (who used the overhead serve brilliantly). Particularly 
pleasing was the variety the girls used by mixing up the strength and positioning of 
the serves. Sarah was demonstrating her good skills especially when setting. Annie, 
Elin, and Lana tried their best to keep us in all the rallies. Another excellent match by 
all. 

Volleyball Isaiah Greco Middle C4     
Volleyball Mr Bauze Middle C5     

Volleyball Laura Scarpantoni Middle C6 Def by Gleeson 2 0 - 3 

In the first set, the girls were able to keep it close but unfortunately, the opposition's 
serving was just too good. In the second, the girls were determined to secure the 
set. Great serving from Mai and Selina provided some breathing room. However, the 
girls just missed out due to the opposition's strong returns. In the final set, the girls 



were calmer and appeared more comfortable on the court, with some great work at 
the net by Martha, winning us some much-needed points. Unfortunately, the 
opposition's serve was just too strong, securing them the third and final set. Overall, 
the girls played extremely well and they are only becoming more confident in their 
skills!  

Volleyball Laura Scarpantoni Middle C7     
Water Polo Orion Sommariva Senior A     
Water Polo Jono Nguyen Senior B     
Water Polo Alex Hinton Senior C     

Water Polo Brae Rawnsley & Seb 
Coffey Middle C Def Loreto 9 - 7 

The girls thoroughly deserved the result on paper and more following a dedicated 
and committed performance in the pool. Thanks to great swimming from Olivia Dry 
and Alice Mee complemented by outstanding direction from goal keeper Jennifer, 
the girls really came together. The team is aware of their collective capacity and 
knows how to play to each other’s strengths week on week.  

 
 


